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Doc.It® Awarded 2013 K2E Quality Award for the Innovation of Doc.It® Suite 4

September 19, 2013 – Las Vegas, NV and Markham, ON – Doc.It®, an industry 
leading provider of a powerful and scalable full suite of document management 
products for accounting professionals, has been recognized by K2 Enterprises (K2e) 
as a 2013 Quality Award winner earning the New Module award for Doc.It® Suite 4. 

“Doc.It® employee’s and myself appreciate this award and would like to congratulate 
the other companies being recognized by K2e, said Brock Philp, CEO and president, 
Doc.It®.  “Doc.It® Suite 4 has earned industry accolades because it was built based 
on listening and responding to customer requests.  We are proud of our history and 
culture of customer-guided development,” continued Philp.

The 2013 K2e Quality Awards are influenced by end user feedback and experience from the K2e team consulting and extensive teaching. “Doc.
It® has continued the innovation within their product. They have listened to their clients, thoughtfully responded to the requests and needs, and 
built an easier to use, more robust version of their product,” said Randy Johnston, Executive Vice President, Shareholder, K2 Enterprises.

Join a webinar to experience the accounting industry award-winning Doc.It® Suite 4

Read recent news about Doc.It®

Doc.It® Launches Doc.It® Suite 4 
Doc.It® Wins CPA Practice Advisor’s 2013 Innovation Award 
Doc.It® Suite Awarded 5-star Rating by CPA Practice Advisor

About Doc.It® 
Doc.It® has established a long-standing presence in the market providing a full suite of document management products that meets 
the needs of firms of all sizes due to their leadership philosophy of customer-guided software development.  Doc.It® has strong 
financial backing and experienced leadership, which ensures long-term staying power and support for expansion throughout North 
America. Doc.It®’s leadership team, with support and guidance from their executive board, believe in strategic growth and maintaining 
the perpetual culture of customer care.  

Doc.It®’s Innovation Award-winning Doc.It® Suite, a powerful scalable full suite of document management products for accounting 
firms, maximizes firm efficiency and effectiveness as accounting professionals gather, process, store, and deliver documents. Doc.It®  
Suite enables accounting professionals and firms to manage documents from multiple sources and applications easily, in one 
comprehensive and intuitive software application, delivering the most efficient and effective method to serve clients.  

For a demo, pricing, or more information, please contact Doc.It®

Call: 888-693-6248 (Ext 1) 
Email: info@doc-it.com 
Website: www.doc-it.com
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